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INTRODUCTION

1. Photosynthesis and growth are
interconnected but independently modulated
by the environment.
2. We have limited co-located high resolution
measurements of both processes.
3. When do photosynthesis (carbon
assimilation)
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and tree growth
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allocation) occur in temperate oaks?
4. Can this framework explain oak tree-ring
climate sensitivity?

METHODS

CONCLUSIONS

Environment-photosynthesis-growth interactions
can be complex in oaks. Growth starts when
photosynthetic capacity is low,w,w but carbon
assimilation likely continues without growth.
Oaks are a widely distributed genera across the
northern hemisphere. These legacy effects are
important to consider when estimating the
carbon cycle using remote sensing or models.

RESULTLTLTLTLTS & DISCUSSION

1. Growth commenced early April in close synchrony with leaf-
emergence (from GCC) and air temperature greater than 10°C.

2. Photosynthetic capacity is downregulated by ~25-30% until
May 24 (energy dissipation for photoprotection)
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then remains stable for 5 months through late October.

3. Trees completed ~25-40% annual growth (and all
earlywood) by May 24. This earlywood growth
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likely uses
previous year carbohydrates and facilitates water transport
required for photosynthesis during the rest of the season.
This may also explain prior year ring-width climate sensitivity.

4. Annual growth is nearly complete by early August
(87-94%), prior to peak temperature (and possibly VPD).

5. Photosynthetic capacity (and carbon assimilation) is
maintained for 3 more months till late October/early
November without additional growth.

Acronyms: i. Basal Area Increment (BAI); ii. Vapour
Pressure Deficit (VPD); iii. Green Chromatic Coordinate
(GCC); iv. Normal
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ciency; viii. Frac. Ann. Gro.: Fraction of
Annual Growth.
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